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Shailesh Jaiprakash Pyasi, 19 

years of age is currently pursuing 

Bachelor of Engineering from 

Global Institute of Engineering, 

Jabalpur, he is brought up from the 

town Baihar of Madhya Pradesh, during his teenage 

he met with a teacher who encourages him to write, 

and then he starts writing his imagination, he 

contributes in the critically acclaimed anthology 

"The Untold Love Stories" in 2015 which was 

praises by India TV, IndiaCafe24 and many others. 
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 He like to write about the ancient mythology 

of India, he is in love with the books of Amish 

Tripathi, Preeti Shenoy, Arvind Kejriwal (Swaraj), 

Chetan Bhagat and the die heart fan of Kumar 
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blind students in their examination and by many 

other ways.  

His key words for himself is 

Writer because of Determination, 

Engineer because of Addiction, 

Activist because of Passion. 

 

Join Shailesh in various Social Sites 
 

 www.shaileshpyasian.blogspot.com 

 www.fb.com/shaileshmomentum 

 www.twitter.com/shaileshpyasi 

 Instagram:@shaileshpyasi 
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About The Book 

W 
It’s a long journey of twenty years and while 

travelling it I’ve meet with many peoples and 

sometime situation made me critical and somehow 

happy.  

To never forget it I started writing, I didn’t 

know what to write or it reaches to end or not but 

one thing that motivates me is that it made me 

immortal. 

I observed the way of peoples while 

wandering in many states and after come to 

conclusion I pen down eight stories with eight 

different genres. 
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  Introduction  

W 
Last night when I headed to bed I started 

dreaming about the thing I love most and I went 

deep and deep into it. You know why I was 

dreaming, because it helps me a lot to divert my 

mind and take me to the new universe, of which I 

am the creator. While dreaming, whatever I see is 

made by my mind, I have the right to change and 

whatever I want I can do over there. I am the god of 

that unknown planet or universe which is not 

physically existent but yes it is definitely better than 

this earth. 

 Sometimes those dreams trouble me when I 

see something negative about myself and sometimes 

it makes my mind healthy or happy when I see 

something which is more than my domain. I think 

this is the usual thing that happens with everyone 

who dreams.  

 Next morning when I stood up and went to 

the bathroom and when I tried to remember what I 

had dreamed last night I realised then that I had 

forgotten what I had dreamed. I tried so hard to 
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remember it but my mind didn’t work. You know 

why it happens, I think this is the usual thing that 

happens with every author. Every time, every 

instant authors try hard to imagine things or plot 

and when there are too much of stories or concepts 

within the mind then it becomes complex so that 

every author loses some of the themes that they had 

created.  

 I know you are in trouble now regarding 

what I said and why I wrote all those lines above, 

but yes these things are related with this book and 

because of all these stuffs I started this anthology.  

 There are four words: Determination, Love, 

Motivation and Dedication. If you see these just as 

words of literature then you can’t conclude too 

much about it but when you go deeper into it then 

you will realise the meaning of these four words. 

Whatever I am today, funny, cranky or anything else 

all credit goes to these words. It helps me a lot 

every time, whenever I am happy, sad or in trouble. 

 Whenever anyone helps us in our critical 

moment or time then we become a devotee of that 

person because he or she helped us. Same thing 

these four words did with me that is why I want to 

express my gratitude to these words by plotting it 

into the theme of these book, which I started. 

 These words are like the mirror for me, who 

gave me a chance to show myself as a writer after a 

lot of failure that I had faced earlier. 

 Love is the most important word associated 

with every soul because it starts with the day when 

you were born into this world and for some people 
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it is love to achievement and for some achievement 

to love.  

 Determination is the word which helps you 

to find yourself that what I am? If you are bought 

up for Engineer then there is no need of going 

anywhere else. Determination gives us strength to 

face difficulties and achieve a lot, it defines yourself 

with great magnitude. 

 Dedication is the third word which helps us 

to work in our field with honesty. Everything is not 

perfect but yes if we decide to make it perfect then 

definitely one day it will become beautiful. Dasrath 

Manjhi is the great example of it; every one said 

that it is impossible to cut the mountain and make 

the road but he decided to make it without thinking 

about anything that would happen if he fails. He 

dedicated himself and the result we have seen 

today. 

 Motivation Sometimes when we suffer from 

failure then we start thinking negative and it harms 

us and we think low, at that time we need someone 

who supports us and judge our self whether we have 

the potential to do it, it is called the motivation. If 

someone tries to de-motivate you then don’t think 

low, be gentle and make their words your 

motivation to achieve a lot in life to show them.  

 Many states I have travelled and resided, 

and loved the journey of my life which comes into 

its right track now. When I sat alone in the window 

seat of train then saw outside the awesome world 

which helped me a lot to give themes and 

motivation. While wandering, sometimes I plot story 
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